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F: HaMVest + Vect 
ems we are considering ive conditions on spaces X and .Y which 
a map with closed gaph is continuous, oi tMt”it”~i3 ,crp&k 7%~ cail 
conveniently be divided into f~o stages: getting f alqmst con&k&s &s$ !&en), 
and getting an almost continuous (resp. open) map with closecj *&ph $9 be co@ 
open). Here almost continuous (req. open) &+n$ &at tl% inverse _ 
) lad any open set is almost open, that is, c~~taiq@ in -t&q, interior 
3f its closure. There is a natural extension to unifarmibies,, and W&I~W@@$~K nM3st 
closed graph and open mapping theorems urider t&e foiIowi& &&@e C(%#9e ‘1). 
(For the remainder of this section, X, Y will be Hau~~Iorf;f t~p&z@&l spaces, 
usually with additional structure, and f will be the kind of map X+ Y that 
corresponds to that structure, e.g. linear for linear spaces.) l 
Table 1 
Stage I Stage II 
Cksed graph thecrem f is (uniformly) almost if f is (uniformly) almost 
cc ntinuous continuous and has dosed graph, 
then f is (uniformly) continudus 
Inverse closed graph theorem f is (uniformly) almost open if f is (uniformly) almost open 
and has closed graph, then f is 
funibanmly) open + 
Weak open mapping theorem f is (uniforml:v) almost open if f is bijective, (uniformly) 
almost open and (unifo+y) 
con$nuous, then f is an 
isomorphiom 
Sfrcwg opc:n mapping Iheorem f is (uniformly) almost open if f is (uniformly) almost open 
and (uniformly) coqti~~us, then 
f is (uniformly) open 
.-_ _- __I_- 
ln is said to hold for X, V if a cSase:c8- 
M. 
The @sed graph theorem (stages I and II) holds for all barre,led linear spaces 
X i& Y is $C,-$&i@&’ [12f’ (tlr &:‘&@~&s-&& [i]), an@ the strong theorem iff 
Y is .#%&r@~& (or in s+&e), I do tiot k,n+w if th$ property corresponding to
all; B&ach;$@zis ,% his p&t been chtiacteriized,. 
Such, qor#eten&s &$er’t@w~ere first studiedfor locally convex spaces. While 
ultr&@@$eness, hy&rcorrr@I&eness;K~- andK-completeness could be described 
in ternis of ‘the &nve~&& of certain C&&y nets of subsets relative to the 
Mausdorfi topology on the set of subsets (ef. j32]), most properties were defined 
in :term@ of the ;&u&$~a~ti.~sOn+ important logical relationships and dual space 
charadter~~~ion~,~are, &v&n. ‘be&& (‘%abIe 2), naming for .each the class of sets for 
which the- ICrein~Smittian @pezt y holds: 
Table 2 
I- -- 
(=oIwk ’ AbSQhlt~ly Vector WeMy dense 
Sl$B cQnvcx sets Sub&p d-8 subspiwes Hyperplanes 
- 
K.&i$%ce * h~percomplete- 3 B-eJmplete $3 &-complete -4 complete 
’ K-cozlete * K cci!ipleti ultraiom&ie’ .’ t- 
Table 3 
Barrelled 
Barrekd modikation, 
(or kwbciated Komura 
topotugy ) 
&-complete 
K -cOmple EZ every quotient space is &complete 
B, -cOrnpIe t  the topology is minimal with respect o a coupling Ordw [13f 
B-complete every quotient space is &complete 
the topoiOgy is ‘couplE3Q’ [13] t0 al! Otlter (Haus&@ v-or). topolosjes; 
equivalently, the topobgy is ‘datctd’ [I23 only with c0arSw topologies 
the coarsest barrelled to* which is finer [Ml] 
ewry coarser topology ;t;as finer (and tlwtefore iderWa1) barrelled 
modificaticm [12] 
2. Completeness h respect do (44,x=) 
Throughout this and the next section, let & and JF’ be catq;ories and F:d +!,I? 
a faithful functor. Let K: d + % be a coreflectian furlctor lrpon the (core&@ve) 
subcategory %, with monomorphic corefiection morphisms, and let $G bb a c@~~of 
morphisms in& such that Fm is an isomorphism for each m e&. 
In what follows more than one catemrical definition of quotient mqhiqm and 
quotient object can be taken. For convenience and precision; WEB ‘give the fobwing: 
Qtioa. A quo~kprb morphism q : A -+ Q is an epimorphism satisfying: when- 
ver f: A + 13 is a morphk such that qs = qt implies fs =ft for .a11 rncq?hkms 8,, 8, 
then there exists a morphism f~ such that f = f~ l q. In this case 42 is c&xi a qrcan’ent 
(c)!gkt) of t4. 
2.2. Remark. This definition implies the folioMng simpler condition, which wilf, 
be alsed subsequently: q: A -3~ Q is $tn epimorphism such that, whenever q * gF with 
-must be an isomorphism. In, for example, the, category of 
ces and un&rmIy continuous maps, this condition (a&d the 
Q to the usual one: q is surjective and Q has final st&cture 
2.4. Detiaitiuns. An object A’E & is g;alled complete with respect to (A, K) if, for 
any mcxphistn m : A -) A’ in tip Km ire an isomorphism; A is called quotient conxplete 
with respect to (J&K) if every quotient object of A is complete with respect o 
(4 0 
If, in the preceding definitions, 4 = {ppl E Horn &:FPN is an isomorphism}, we 
shell aisnply crr;ll A complex (resp. quo&~ cumphte) wiff2; respect to KS an3 write 
KAzotipkte (res cump&e), If, on t-ha other hand, K is the id 
kte (resp. q&otient amplets) w&h respect to 
,-complete (resp. Afkompbte )” Thr ‘a irotation is motivated by the following 
examples. 
0 (1) Let IJausVect be the category of HausdorfI topological vector 
ntinuous linear map& . ct be jrhe category of vector spaces an 
: ~~~~~~v~~t -+ vect bc: ~~r~~~~~~ functor. Let K be the barre 
onto the subcategory of barrelle 
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km’ of A, (or its ciao barrelied ~MGIP (d. [r, lo&:- add--eaa b 
constrwwd by tramfinite iter&on Qf stmng Uqx&bg@ or ggner+&c$ ~$jh$t& 
8cmirmims. Tim the K,-ccm]pl&& d K-Complete ’ SjBC%S -& identicai, hAhiS . 
clmmt to those spacc~ defined under the same names by W. Robetim in [X2], 
ap4 ref,erred to in [I] by ,the terms infra-s-spaces ati s-spaces. This am be seen 
dkectly from their charactekzations at the end of Section 1, which arethe $el@itiqns 
il;r [l]. Xf, on the other han& ,4X is of bijectike continuaps@&+&“*~ 
linear maps, then &-complete an _compl,et,~ $g&# are $r& tl$&$@ &*;,, 
co.mplete and B-complete spaces, characterized by theiraljen tiapl$r$ $&Ikrty. 
(2) If d is the category HausGrp of Hausdorff trgpatogi~~#bu@ a&mritimou3 
homomorphi s and F: HwsGrp+ Grp the foqetfuI &A$~” t&-t)riis Cattq#$q~ is%
groups and hafmomorphisms, then, for A the cplass of ‘bohti~~,“&mi cijkr6s;i)ua 
isomorphisms, the BJs4) and B(d) groups of E&&n and Gr&nt ~~[&A&$&~w~ 
the &complete and A-complete objea; a!lso, fw V ‘a core&% z&b&at&~ 
of IIausGKp with corefkctor K, their B,(%) and A!?(%) grcx$~$ -ti’p~&%&l~ the 
objects which are sources for the weak and stmmrg open mhg th&re,& with 
ropriiate topological category Cd and forgetful &mticiili R9 k‘ is 
the identity fprnctur and = {m E Mom J#: F(m) is an &J&-}; $& ;thg 
K-complete (= &complete) objects are just the ‘minimal’ spaces with respk~ to 
the forgetful functor R If, on the other hand, K is the ‘fine’ co&&tion, t!hen 
every object in S$ is completr: with respect o (.A, AC), for any A#. 
A’ 
Pr that A is complete vvith respect o (.&,K) and m:A *A’~belcq~~~ 
to is an msomorphism; lJ.,ut f = P . (Km)-‘, wher 
~or~~ect~o~ mur@sm Conversely, i4! of exists then it factors throu the careflectior_ 
Put f =f’ l Kg; then g = mf. CQnvm49y, if A is a target fur the dosed gr3ph theorem 
with respect o (;IBd, K) and ~tl: A 4 A’ is a morphism in & then there exists a 
morphism f such that r ’ = m& where I’: KA’ -), A’ is the coreflectisn morphism: 
A’ 
g 
t’ 
’ / 
M 
-aim-,.lai) KA’ f A 
I3y Lemma 2.6, A must be complete with respect o (A, K). 
. (l)*(2). This fdk3 cwctly fr0m TIl&me@C &~spplied 40 x&K$knk 
objects of A 7 
(2) t3, (3). Let q: A. + 0 be a quutient morphism, m: Q + Q’ a mwphism ‘ii $’ 
and g : C + Q’ any &morphism with C E %’ and g a monomorphiisna. Then, by 
CDrolIary 2.8, the existen of a morphism f: C + C? such that g = tlv$ is peckely 
the assertion of each of ( 
Q’ 
/’ m 8 \ 
A-~QQC-~---C 
An object A E ~8 is a source for the strong open morphism theorem 
(M, K) iff eveby quotient object of A is a source for the weak open 
mor@zism theorem with respect to (.M, K). 
, The sufficiency follows from the fact that MQ is a quotient morphism 
whenever 4 is a quotient morphism and .TI an isomorphism, wMe the necessity 
follows from the property (cf. 2.2) of quotient mwphisms: if rr~q is (a quotient. 
morphism and m a monomorphism, then m must be an isomorphism. 
2.11. Theorem. If an object A E is& is complete (resp. quotient compl&e) with respect 
to (A, A’), then A is a source for the weak (rest. strong) open morphism theorem 
with respect to (4, K). Roth converses hold fur K the ident@ firncmr. Indeed, for A 
to be M,-complete (resp. -cotmplete ) it is *Went for A to rk a source for the weak 
(resp. strong) open morphism theorem with respect tu (&, E), where K is such that 
the subcategory V contarns all sources of the weak open morphism theorem with 
respect to (4, K) aprd J4 is closed under composition. 
. It suffices to prove the assertions for completeness; those for quotient 
compkeness will follow by Proposition 2,lO. Suppose that A is complete with 
t nt : A + 4,” be a morphism in A, with C E (8, By Theorem 
mkn f sluctn that mf = 1~: 
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2.13; ~$&J&&L (I) For,;Fr~~au~~ect-aVect, using the notation of section 2.5( 
and. t&&g; “&My, yid to be the C&W of al1 bi&ctive continuous linear maps and 
the barre&;eb e~@%xt#~~, theptec&ding results 2.7-2.11 yield the usual closed 
graph and e$en,,inap$ng theorems fdr barrelled spaces. Taking, secondly, JH to 
be the &US of all bijective almost open continuous linear maps and K the identity 
fun&r, We get the usual theoiy ;of B,mcomplcte and B-complete spaces All that 
is needed is Lemma W, and Izmmas A and B, which ate stated elc~ followed 
by the top&q@al vector space theorems. 
I.,emms~ A (cf. Lemma 2.4 of [lo]). The fdowing are equivalent for Hausdorff 
tqwlog~cal O~WF .ypacas (X, $)? (Y; q): 
(a) f: (X; 6) * (Y, q) k almost continuous, 
(2) -T%e ident& map (Y, 11) -) (Y, O) is almost open, where o is the topology 
gemrated by the sets f(U) + V, U E 5, V G qB 
Lemma 83. Ezwy surjectioe cankwaus linear map factors thmergh a quotient and a 
bijkctim, and the latter is almost o@en ,iff the original map is aim.wt open. 
Closed graph and open mapping theurems fbr ?LausVect. The tupolo,gical vector 
space A is &complete (or an infra-s-space) iff every linear map (resp. bijection) 
with closed graph_ from a. barrelled space intts A is continuaus; A is K-complete 
(CW an s-space) i@ every linear map (resp. Ujectlon) with closed graph from a 
barrelied space into a quotient space of is continuous, iti every linear map with //. 9 
graph from A onto a barrelled s e is open. The topological vector space 
complete iff every almost continuous linear map (resp. bijection) with closed 
graph, into Fh is continuous; A is B-complete iff every almost continuous linear 
(wesp, bijectiQn) iwith closed graph into 
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&completeness for uniform spaces. Let F: Unif + Haus-be the forgetful functor 
from the category of Hausdorff uniform spaces and utiiformIy--contiuousm~~ to 
the category of Hausdorff spaces and condnuous maps. Let K be the Ilocally fine 
coreflection; K r(x, g ) has the WarSlest lo~allq~ G I &ze u&zrmiq f%rer than.~,.~&&n 
be constructed by a transfinite iteriation prioress involvitig forming the fa&& of~all 
uniformly locally uniform coverings (cf. [a]). Then Theorem Z7 sqs that ta uniform 
space X is &-complete iff every map with a certain closedgraph&ke. property 
from a ficzafty fine space into X must be uniformly continuous, Ttwou1d be 
interesting to have a characterisation f & and K-completeness in t& example 
and relate it (and local fineness) to the natural extension of the concept of barrelhed- 
ness to uniform spaces. Such closed-graph-like theorems eem to proavide a natural 
exterision of the topological vector space theorems to various other tr.rpologt- 
c:al/algebraic categories. 
(4) IMing K to be the identity functor we can study the theory of A*- and 
&completeness in various contexts. In the follotiing Tabfa 4 are incorporated 
some standard terms a ults as well as open probiems regarding t-he characteriz- 
ation of &complete a -complete spaces. We use LcHausYect in fc) to denote 
the subcategory of HausVect consisting af the locally convex spaces, Throughout, 
the mcqhisms in JBd are taken by the furgetful functor to @ Gsomorphisms; for 
example, A is the class ob all continuous linear bijections in (b). 
3. Connections 
Let F: zz2 + C%‘, K: ~4 + % and .& be as in Section 2, Here, we allow %? and A? to 
depend upon each other in various ways and then explore the relationship between 
-corn pie teness mpjCeteness in an attempt o lay 
meaning of thetr in FIausVect. 
Table 4 
&,-complete A -complete 
(a) Ztailsvect Vext 
(b) - - 
(L) LcHausVect - 
(d) HausGrp 
(e) HausGrp 
(f) Unif 
con’tinuolts almost 
open 
continuous 
continuous 
(g) - 
04 - 
(i) - 
GQ continuous almost 
apen 
GIp continuous 
Haus uniformty continuous 
hyperopen 
- uniformly continuous 
pra~mity ;open 
- uniformly continuous, 
uniformly almost open 
- uniformly continuous 
(j) Haus 
Ud - 
Set 
-I 
continuous aimost 
open 
continuous 
B-complete 
minimal quotient-minimal 
minimal product of lines K’ 
864 group B(4 group 
minimal 
? 
precompact 
? 
lucatly compact spaces 
with the uniformity of 
finite coverings 
Weston-complete 
includes compact 
spaces) 
quotient-minimal 
? 
precompact 
? 
? 
? 
? 
The category d is said to /me _F-r:,.G 44’ sinks with respect to (4. K) if every pair of 
objects having an F-sink with respect o (4, K) has an F-fina? bink wi& respect 
to 9 m. 
If, in the above, A = {m E Horn &: Fm is an isomorphism}, we shall shorten the 
base to “with respect o ‘; if in addition K is the identity functor, 
ply omit the qualifying phrase. 
have F-final sin s ante mpect to ). Tkaen 
is amgdete wit/8 respect to t K) i# for every F+j@-Wl sink (g, m) 
af o#jects, there exists a ~~~~h~~~ f 
or the same gtir si objects, 
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c commutativity of diagram in 3.1, and the fact that, 89 &itig WI @ornor- 
phism, i must be a man Jsm. The result follows by Thqqre@Z,i. , 
33‘ A ckss of morphisms (resp. a class of F-sinlrs) !Zs c&xi tight 
inducing with mpect to (a, .lE) if, whenever h (resp. (g? h)) is a member of &e 
class with codomain of h (req. domain of g) in ‘ig, then h EA. 
3.4. Thearem. Let the aztegory SQ haye F-final sinks with respect LU K ad let, thw 
be right inducing with respect tu (4, K). Than every &eompl& object of ~8 is 
&complete. 
Proof. Sugpcme that A E af is &complete. Let C E V and (g, tt) be Fn F-final sink 
For (C, .4). Then ba E A by the right inducing proptiy, and so, since A is & 
complete, h ib In isomorphism. Putting f = h -lg and appIying Propo&ion 3.2, A 
must be K,-complete. 
If UN F-final sinks with respect to K are right inducing with respect to 
(&, tC ), then so is the class of morphisms taken by F to isumophisms. 
Proof. If h :A -c C with C G ‘23 and F?d an isomorphism, then (lc, h) is an F-final 
sink for (C, A), z;ince F is a faithful functor. Hence k E &. 
3.6, Definition. After Grant [4, section I], we call a subcategory % of & tight 
fitting :vith respect to .M if, whenever C E V and m : C + A is in A& then A E V. 
3J. Theorem. Let K be a full core@eetiorr functor such thut F takes the core&&m 
morphisms toisomorphbsms. Letthe class of movhisms of a$ taken by F to isamtw 
phisms be right inducing with respect to (A, K) and tet %f be right fitting with respect 
te &. l%en an object A G & is -complete iff KA is &complete. 
Proof. Suppose that A is K,-ccmplete. Let B be any object in & and EI X4 *.I3 
a morphism in Jsd, since K is a full functor, there exists a morphism pno :A -+ B 
such that Km0 = Km, and FVQ, must be an isomorphism by the condition QII the 
core%xtion morphisms. 
Since A is K,-complete, Km0 is an isomorphism. :Since W is fi 
respect to A?, I3 E %?, aad so the coreflection morphism r : KB -, B is a 
hism, Then P(Kh) must be an isomwphism, 
, 
For the reiniainder of this section we drop the requirement that the subc 
% be ooiefk&&e and 8s in Carol&y 2.12 we use the phrase ‘with respect o 
with its n&&k1 meaning. We also introduce a slight generalisation of some 
d~f?Pni~,~s’,i~.,~~3,.~t g &any ckss Or-morphisms of d. > _* /.’ 
‘ . I 1. . , / 
(1) ,We shall sai that m object A 6 d is a target for the dosed 
with reqeet to ( 4, V) if, whenever C G %, g: C +A’ is in and 
rn:A +A’ 3 ink; then there e ts a morphism. f such tha 
(2) We SW! :say that an object A E& is a source f& 
theorem (a-, equivalently, a target for the strong closed graph theorem) with respearr 
to (@,&, @), if, winenever C E 9& 4: A + Q is a quotient morphism g: C -Q Q’ is in 
59 and ni: Q -) Q’ is in .4, then there exists a morphism f such that g = mf. This is 
clearly equivaleat ts.saying that every quotient object of A is a target for the closed 
graph theorem with respect (3, Uu, Y?). 
3.19. Remark. From Section 2 we know that for a coreRec ion functor K: 
an object 4 E ~4 is complete (resp. quotient complete) with respect o (.M, K) iE A 
is a target for the closed graph theorem (resp. strong dosed graph theorem) with 
respect ‘to (%!, 4, O), where %?J may be any class containing all the coaeflection 
m0rphiSms. 
3,111. Tbe~~em+ L,et %’ 5ti right fitting with respect to 3. Thert, 0’ an object CI, E SQ is 
ta sowce for the weak (resp. strong) open morphism. theorem with respect to (4, S’), 
A must be R target for the closed graph theorem (resp. strulng closed graph theurem, 
or inverse closed graph theorem) wtih respect to (%, 4, (8). 
oaf. Given a quotient morphism 4: A + Q, and morphisms m : Q -3 6’ in J4 and 
g : C + 8’ in 9, with C G V, we have Q’ E V by the right fitting property. 
‘If A is a source for the strong opeu morphism theorem then m is an isomorphism. 
f = n?g, the result fol3ows. If A is a source for e weak open morphism 
#his CWJ ~~~~nding resukfoUo~s imilarly, 4= lAintheabove* 
, 
, I t” , .j/ I,’ I-(_. .*, j_ 
question of the equivalence (I),:’ J&I- and 4cmpleteness i ,-to’ti~lWb&d~~ 
ed for each of the examples in 2.13(4) a has attracted considkabk “rtttGn@$ 
for 2.13(4)(a), (b) rand (c). To theswan be added the problem df tke~eQ@@%#z~ 
of K- and K,-completeness (also a- famous unsolved problem xf& $k& *,k+&$r@i& 
coreflection i  HauSe&), &g&her with a whole array of relatkd%a+$jrris$l&$ 
questions ncerning the equivalence of completeness and quo&ent~ ~#&etiess 
with respect to (.a, K ), ejad a!so concerning the relationship’betWe&x@.&rfskik# : 
/ 
completion-type r l?ectirs;s: functors. 
suppose we are considering a refiection functor A :J# + V. Each of the-fc$lotiing 
questions i  framed for quotiient morphisms cl: B + Q where B is any object in the 
blem is to find a (maximal) subcategory @‘r&k&g 
objects B in 9B; also to characterrise the f&tors A 
animal 4B is just W, or SQ. Each question is illustrated by refe&ng 
of topologicai vector spaces by closed vector subspaces, and the 
usual completion functor, denoted by T. 
(3: xs Aq =q? 
ample. All ultracom aces are ‘hereditarily complete’: X/L is complete 
for all L. 
(2) Is Aq a quotient morphism? 
Example. All pseudometrizabte spaces are ‘semi-hereditarily complete’: m(X/L) 
is i.somorphic towX/nL. 
(3) Is there a quotient morphism 41: hB 3 Ql such that Aq = Rql? 
b For all ~~~ologi~a~ vector spaces, tr(X/L) is isomorphic to w(~~X/WL). 
pI,ci. Kin$cocle / Closed grap,Srs anlf op0n rnuQ@g+s 281 
<* L 
’ / 1 j 
3, 
topsilogieal Wctor spaces X, d quotient X/L is Complete 
i+.s&nimtrizabie (Pal~n~dav, imhdr?d in 133) or a product of 
+ or (mop6 generally) quotient-minimal [2]. This latter property 
i&ss irl axample 2,13(4)(b); whether it is equivalent (as is the 
cap. jn 2_ZG?@)(c)) to .-be$g 8 <product .of tines is still an open question to my 
j&$#&&g& i I ’ , 
9 ‘: 
-For ComFpWi to’poiogicai gqut5sp 2,’ a- quotient X/O is complete provided that 
G is a pd&ct 6h &t&i&i& spa&s (1143 for Abelian case) or even ‘nearly 
metrizable’ inthe sense of (31 (Roelke). I am indebted to V, Eberhardt for bringing 
these kesutts to my ittetition. 
In closing it should be noted that one basic question that has not been considered 
in this paper is that of determining those topological categories for lurhich a(suitably 
restricted) form of 1 T(b) or (c) is equivalent to the closed graph property. 
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